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INTRODUCTION 
 
 

EXPOSITION 

� v.1 – the writer clearly marks that he had come to the main point, and it has to do with Jesus as High Priest 
� remembering the centrality of the whole temple system and priesthood to Israel’s sense of purpose and relationship 

with God, he continues to persuade these Jewish Christians why they should not go back to what they have always 
known, and see in Christ the culmination of the Salvation of God 

I. JESUS SERVES A BETTER TABERNACLE – 8:1-5 & 9:1-11 

� Tabernacle – tent set up for worship under Moses, predominant imagery over temple in this passage, due to origin in 
Moses and transience of the people; representative of God’s special dwelling – used first time in v.2, and 10x in book 

� v.1 – mixture of imagery of throne room and tabernacle – clearly reference to God in heavenly rule 
� v.2 – a minister (rarer in NT, one who performs public service), not slave or servant (i.e. minister of finance) 
� of the holy things and the true tabernacle (or tent) – reference to something in contrast to Moses’ tabernacle 
� it is “true”, not meaning that the other was false (God had ordered it, v.5), but something original in contrast to a copy 
� what makes this original is that the Lord is said to be the builder, not man (esp. Moses and the workers) 
� v.3 – the purpose of this tabernacle was for the appointed high priest was to offer gifts and sacrifices 
� since that was a copy, it reflects something in the “true” tabernacle that original, and meant that this one (Jesus) also 

was to offer something in that place 
� v.4 – Jesus, due to his not being of the Levitical line, could not serve in the tabernacle (or temple), and it would have 

been against God’s Law for Him to have done so 
� v.5 – this doesn’t put Jesus at a disadvantage, as those priests on the earth are actually reflecting what Jesus does; 

they are the copy/shadow in their offerings, His is the true (i.e. original) 
� quoting Exodus 25:40, we are told that Moses was instructed to see a pattern that would be shown (visionary), and 

what he actually saw was the heavenly one 
 
� We are told more, and the argument is repeated in (our) ch.9 
� v.1 – this first covenant (more under next heading) had established order of service for the earthly sanctuary 
� vv.2-5 – a summary description (he says not the details) of the two main rooms, with the holy place (called the 

sanctuary) containing the lampstand, table (of showbread); behind the 2
nd

 veil was the Holiest of All (or Holies), which 
had the golden censer (incense, though outside, to perfume the inner room), the ark (containing the pot of manna, 
Aaron’s rod, the tablets of the covenant or Decalogue) overshadowed by the statues of the cherubim 

� vv.6-7 - he summarizes the daily sacrifices of the priests in the first room (bread, light, incense), and then the yearly 
day in which the high priest went into the Holiest place (with a sacrifice), for himself and the people’s sins 

� vv.8-10 – we are told all of this was symbolic of something greater, and that there was something even holier that was 
not yet revealed; while those sacrifices had to do with the ceremonial aspects of eating and drinking, washings, and 
fleshly ordinances, they could not ultimately answer the problem of a defiled conscience 

� these existed until a time of reformation (Gk. diorthosis =  the setting of things in order, improvement, restoration, like 
the setting of a broken bone or misshaped limbs) - once this time comes, those things  go out of existence 

� the reason they go out is because they can’t perfect, but what comes to replace it can (esp. in regards to conscience) 
� v.11 – this time of reformation is clearly marked by the coming of Christ, a better High Priest of good things to come 

(the cleansing of the conscience), who serves a greater and more perfect tabernacle not made with hands, that is not 
of this creation 

 
� while the OC tabernacle was divinely inspired, there is one sense in which the whole history of humanity is filled with 

this sense of reality that there is someone greater, that blood sacrifice is needed, that altars need to be built, that a 
priest is needed as a mediator between the Greater and the people 

� the OC was God’s ordained system, and closest to the original, but it wasn’t the original, and with the revealing of the 
true in Jesus Christ the copy is no longer necessary 

� that is why great buildings are not, under the NC, necessary (though perhaps reflective of good aesthetics) - worship 
became proper in a house in Judea, a catacomb in ancient Rome, the basement of an old hospital in TN, a 
dilapidated building in China, a jail cell in Russia - because through Jesus Christ there is access to the true 

� this is what makes 12:22 and Rev21:22 make sense – not that there is no temple whatsoever, but God and the Lamb 
are its temple 

II. JESUS MEDIATES A BETTER COVENANT – 8:6-13 

� v.6 – Jesus’ ministry is more excellent, in part because the covenant of which He is Mediator is better 
� covenant – “an oath bound promise” – think of a marriage covenant 
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� the author of Hebrews sees two covenants, that through Moses and that through Christ; there is another way of 
seeing it that sees several covenants (Ephesians 2:12) 

� what makes this covenant better is that it was established on better promises (as compared to the previous one) 
� v.7 – he refers to the previous one as “first”, and says that it was not “faultless” (free from fault or defect); this 

language may make us uncomfortable, as God was the one that established it, so how could something be wrong? 
(v.8) 

� We will see this fault unfold as we see what the author says is the difference between it and the New Covenant 
� Because of this fault, another (a “second”) is sought to replace it 
� v.8 – the fault was not in the covenant itself, but in “them”, the people who entered into the covenant with God 
� the author finds the fault of the first and contrast between the covenants in Jeremiah 31:31-34, which he quotes 
� it is a promise of a new covenant (only explicit reference in OT), it is with the house of Israel and Judah 
� v.9 – the specific time of the making of the covenant is named, with their fathers when they were taken out of Egypt  in 

the Exodus (i.e. Mt. Sinai) 
� the fault is found in that “they did not continued”, and as a response God disregarded them 
� disregarded (Gk. ameleo =  neglect, be unconcerned about, allowed to suffer, overlooked)  
� as can be seen in Israel’s history, their repeated disobedience caused God to respond in not blessing them and 

allowing the curses promised to befall them through their enemies 
� so the first covenant was conditioned on Israel’s faithfulness to the covenant, and like an unfaithful bride they 

repeatedly broke that covenant through prostitution and idolatry 
� v.10 – the New Covenant is different in that with the covenant comes better promises of what God will do 
� God Himself works in the minds and hearts of those He makes a covenant with; specifically, rather than writing His 

requirements merely on stone, He does a work in them - Psalm 40:8 a delight to do God’s will 
� The promise and result is mutual possession (I will beFthey shall be) 
� v.11 – all who are in this covenant know the Lord (in an ultimate sense), from the least to the greatest  
� v.12 – a promise of mercy on and forgetfulness of sins and lawless deeds (which do not completely cease) 
� v.13 – the author finally seals the deal, and states that in virtue of the fact that there is the establishment of the New 

Covenant (in Jesus Christ), the first covenant (with all of its furniture, priesthood, sacrifices, tabernacle, etc.) are made 
obsolete 

� obsolete (Gk. palaio = in active voice, it is declared as obsolete [outmoded], no longer in use)  
� there seems to be a transitional period here, because it is becoming obsolete (lit. obsoleting?), growing old and near 

to vanishing 
� Now what is becoming obsolete and growing old is ready to vanish away (Gk. aphanismos = only here in NT, used on 

LXX (see 1Kings 9:7), particularly in prophets to describe destruction of a wicked nation 
� Illustration: the difference between a conditional marriage covenant and unconditional 
 
� If you are a part of the New Covenant (connected particularly to inclusion in the local church, baptism, and the Lord’s 

Supper) then you are greatly blessed – primarily due to the forgiveness of sins and the cleansing of conscience 
through the Gospel of Jesus Christ 

� What is the evidence of this?  The law of God on your mind and heart, and real (though imperfect) desire to walk in 
God’s Law, His commandments – a going to God in repentance and faith through Jesus Christ when you fail 

III. JESUS OFFERS A BETTER SACRIFICE – 9:12-10:31 

� More to be said, but will have to wait until the next sermon 
 

APPLICATION 
 
� I want you to ponder the magnitude of what we claim – in Jesus Christ is the fulfillment of the Salvation of God to 

reconcile humanity to Himself 
� The choosing of Abraham, of Israel, of the Son of David, an insignificant people, an incarnate God 
� All else is shadow and copy (to some degree) of that which is true – and now, 2,000 years later we have received that 

message personally 
� One of two things could be done with this: First, pride (WE are the chosen).  Second, humility (we are the CHOSEN). 
� If this is true, then we are blessed beyond all measure, no matter what our circumstances 
� Glory in the Cross, in the New Covenant, in Jesus Christ, in God’s mercy 
� Let that glory temper and flavor and spin everything you face – all shall be wellFbecause it is well with my soul 
 
� Believe deeply, witness confidently, live boldly in righteousness for His Name’s sake 
 
� If you are not a follower of Christ, a member of the New Covenant, I invite you to the desire of the nations 


